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AN ACCOUNT OF IRISH AID DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME IN KENYA 

Aid makes an important but small contribution to a country's sustainable economic and 

social development. Irish Aid has for several decades been a key player in the provision of 

aid supported by best practices, in ensuring that the set objectives offunding granted to 

participants in its programs in Africa, have had a positive impact on the lives of the people 

and environment. Various Irish non-governmental organisations have established 

programmes in Kenya through Irish Aid funding. 

The commitment of the Irish Government through Irish Aid has been instrumental in Kenya 

over the years in developing or partnering with different NGO to develop programmes that 

can save lives and ameliorate suffering, not just in the short term but in the long term. 

Debilitating diseases such as smallpox, tuberculosis, river blindness have been controlled 

thanks to targeted development aid efforts. Millions of children in Kenya are alive thanks to 

the control of measles and other vaccinations. Hundreds of thousands more lives have been 

saved thanks to international cooperation to fight HIV/AIDS and malaria through Irish Aid 

funding. 

In the Kenya's case, targeted aid seems to work better: provision of mosquito nets, vaccines, 

cash transfers to the poor, education subsidies, the education on use of condoms to prevent 

STI, urban and rural water provisioning. These seem to achieve their objectives through 

targeted programmes. 

In Kenya deliberate government policy to direct aid effectively whilst expanding on other 

sources of finance has been critical to the positive impact of aid and with even better co

operation between Irish Aid and the Government could see an even better or greater 

achievement. 

In terms of future prospects, Irish Aid to achieve its intended purpose it is important for the 

objectives to be narrow and expectations modest. 

Of note in this context would be that the United Nations did elect Ireland and Kenya to co

chair the Sustainable Development Goals initiatives, which came up with 17 goals that cover 

a wide range of areas. 



These goals are in brief:-

1.End of Poverty. 

2.End of Hunger and to achieve food security 

3.Ensure Healthy lives. 

4.Ensure inclusive and equitable quality education. 

S.Achieve gender equality. 

6.Ensure availability and sustainable water and sanitation for all. 

7.Ensure access to affordable reliable energy. 

8.Promote inclusive sustainable economic growth. 

9.Build resilient infrastructure. 

10.Reduce inequality within and among countries. 

11.Make cities and human settlement inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable. 

12.Ensure sustainable consumption and production patterns. 

13.Take urgent action to combat climate change. 

14.Conserve and sustainably use oceans, seas and marine resources. 

15.Protect, restore ecosystems. 

16.Promote peaceful and inclusive societies. 

17.Strengthen the means of implementation and revitalize the global partnership for 

sustainable development. 

The reason that these key points as presented by the outcome of the S.D.G. objectives, it 

can be seen from the association that Ireland has had with Kenya for over 100 years, that 

this is what has been addressed. It is through this structured engagement with Kenya by 

Irish Aid that the elevation of our country from a least developed economy to a middle

income economy, according to the World Bank latest estimates of 2015. 

Ireland played a role in this process, by tapping and harnessing the developmental programs 

from the grass roots in rural Kenya, assisting in the provision of education, health and 

environmental improvement and sustenance. In a small but effective way, the benefits of 

these interactions are felt across the nation of Kenya through an association that spans over 

100 years with Ireland. Through missionary work carried out in diverse sectors ofthe nation 
of Kenya, Ireland remains one of the foremost respected partners in the national wellbeing 

of the people of Kenya and continues to play an integral part in the development objectives 

of the nation. There are a few concerns that are herein mentioned not based on any 



preference but for purposes of showing how effective organizations and individuals fund by 

Irish Aid have impacted on the nation of Kenya in diverse ways as follows:-

Concern Worldwide: 

Concern has worked in Kenya since 2002. They currently work in rural Marsabit County in 
the north of Kenya, and in the informal settlements or slums of Nairobi. 

While originally urban-based, their work in Kenya has now expanded into a multi-sectoral 

programme focusing on urban and rural livelihoods, primary education, HIV and AIDS, water 

and sanitation, and health and nutrition in both Nairobi and Marsabit. In partnership with 

local organisations, Concern also responds to a number of emergencies in Kenya resulting 

from floods, drought and violence. 

All Concern's work is underpinned by community empowerment, advocacy and governance 

initiatives. 

World Vision: 

World Vision is an international Christian humanitarian organisation, dedicated to working 
with children, families and communities worldwide to reach their full potential by 
addressing the causes of poverty and injustice. 

They partner with communities, the Government, sponsors, donors and corporates to 
realise our global strategy, World Vision's Promise 2030: Building Brighter Futures for 
Vulnerable Children. 

Trocaire: 

Trocaire's work in Kenya develops sustainable livelihoods, supports victims of gender based 
violence and those living with HIV/AIDS, promotes democracy and peaceful co-existence, 
and helps communities prepare for and respond to natural disasters. They are currently 
responding to a major drought crisis in the north of the country. 

Christian Aid: 

Christian Aid has been working in Kenya since 1997, building and managing strategic 
partnerships with local civil society agencies, the government, public authorities, the private 
sector, churches and religious organisations with common values in poverty eradication. 

They support poor and marginalised communities to anticipate, organise, adapt, respond to 
and cope with climate change and related disasters. Their work helps communities take 
advantage of opportunities and work with the local government. 

Aidlink 

Aid link are involved in the following programmes in Kenya: 

Development Programmes 



Working through partnership, Aid link delivers an integrated development programme 

serving some of the world's poorest and most isolated communities. 

Walk for Water 

Since 2012, Aid link has organised the annual Walk for Water Campaign every March with 

schools throughout Ireland. 

Aidspan: 

Aidspan's outreach work aims to build the analytical capacity of other watchdogs to 
monitor, evaluate and report the impact of health financing in their countries. 

Gorta/Self-Help Africa: 

Supporting smallholder farmers to move from subsistence to prosperity is at the core of 
Gorta programmes work in Kenya. 

The largest scheme in Kenya is supporting 20,000 people to increase farm production and 
establish enterprises in the Keringet region of the drought-prone Rift Valley Province. The 
project focusses primarily on dairy and potato production. 

CAMARA FOUNDATION 

They have focused on computer literacy programs in Kenya expanding the access and 
knowledge base to over 100,000 pupils in Kenya. 

CARA GIRLS RESCUE CENTRE 

Assistance given to young girls 

BRIGHTER COMMUNITIES (FRIENDS FROM LON DIAN I) 

They have made great strides in the provision of healthcare. 

WESTPORT AROR KENYA PARTNERSHIP 

A progressive concern that has been engaged with Aror in Uasin Gishu County, with the 
Diocese of Eldoret. Unfortunately, on concluding a visit to Ireland in mid-October the Late 
Bishop Korir passed on, but through the diocese their work will continue. 

FRIENDS FROM IRELAND 

A visible concern in the Kilifi County area of Galana Kulalu, having initially built a primary 
school and now embarked on construction of a secondary school and secured an M.O.U. 
with Pwani University and University College of Dublin. 



The re-opening of the Embassy of Ireland and appointment of Ambassador Dr. Vincent 
O'Neill in 2014, has greatly boosted the fortunes of the Kenya Ireland co-operation. 

Through defined objectives and the participation of Irish Aid in funding networking sessions, 

trade mission visits, participation in programs such as the Young Scientist Award 

Scheme(Y.S.A.S.) 

Good example is the Young Scientist Kenya (YSK) programme that was launched in Kenya 

on the S'h July 2017 by the Cabinet Secretary for Education Dr Fred Matiangi and joined by 

Dr Vincent O'Neil, Irish Ambassador to Kenya, Professor Tony Scott, founder of Young 

Science and Technology Exhibition (ireland), which is funded through Irish Aid. The 

programme is target at the secondary school children to incentivise the children to take up 

leaning of science in school. 

Engagement with Business Ireland Kenya (B.I.K.) network group, have had positive impact 
on the growth of opportunities between Ireland and Kenya. 

Minister Coveney said during his visit to Kenya recently: -

"Ireland and Kenya have an excellent bilateral relationship built on strong historical ties 
and people to people links. This positive legacy means that it is natural and easy for Irish 
and Kenyan people to do business for the mutual benefit of both countries. 

"It is clear that there are significant opportunities for Ireland and Kenya to increase trade 
and strengthen business to business relationships, based on sharing expertise in sectors 
which are hugely important to both countries; such as agriculture,food, health and 
education. The Irish Embassy in Nairobi is playing a pivotal role, along with the Business 
Ireland Kenya network and Enterprise Ireland, to seize on these opportunities 

Others can be would be highlighted as follows:-

AGRICULTURE:-

TEAGASC and Kenya Agricultural Livestock and Research Organization (K.A.L.R.O.) had in 
2016 signed a M.O.U. to further research into the provision of best methodology towards 
improvement of yields in both animal husbandry and crop production. Several researchers 
have already been trained at the Teagasc facility. 

EDUCATION:-

Several M.O. U's have been signed with Dublin Institute ofTechnology (D.I.T.) and Kenyatta 
University, University College of Dublin (U.C.D.) and Pwani Unversity, Masaai Mara 
University and Limerick University, Riara University and Griffith College, Dublin covering a 
wide and diverse educational program that will benefit students in Kenya and Ireland on 
commenced student exchange programs. 



FISHERIES: -

A recently signed M.O.U. with the Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock and Fisheries and the 
Sea Fisheries Protection Authority and Marine Institute in Ireland. This opens up the entire 
program re-visitation under the Economic Stimulus Program by the government of Kenya in 
both inland and oceanic fisheries research and development of the industry, which has great 
potential. 

SUSTAINABiliTY OF IRISH AID IN KENYA 

In conclusion and with reference to the 17 S.D.G. goals as indicated in the beginning of this 
statement, Ireland, through Irish Aid has been addressing these objectives with Kenya all 
along. It can be seen from the programs that are being funded primarily adhere to the 
development goals of provision to Kenyans across the board and in far flung areas for over 
100 years. 

Having mentioned inter alia, of the World Bank upscaling Kenya into a middle-income 
economy, there may be less focus on the developments ongoing by funding concerns, which 
should not be the case. Kenya as a regional power house, plays an important role in the 
economic and social growth of her neighbours, who in most cases continue to receive aid 
for afflicted areas of human care and environmental management including agricultural 
food security provision. As a nation and through best practices adopted from friendly aid 
concerns such as Irish Aid and the many people of good will who give of themselves in 
participation in humanitarian, voluntary, aid and charity work from Ireland, HOPE IS THIS 
CASE IS THE BEST STRATEGY! Hope that the programs so initiated will not dissipate as 
people of good will grow old and weary, funding dies up and many are left with shattered 
dreams, form children, women and men of advanced years. 

Kenya continues to make great strides in ensuring the people are the principal beneficiaries 
of all progress as defined by the Vision 2030 development strategy, the provisions as 
defined in the 2010 Constitution, the devolved system of governance and the sharing of 
national resources across all counties. It is through this and the recalibration ofthe 
economic goals in Kenya, that together with Ireland and Irish Aid much has been achieved 
as mentioned herein and by the recent visit to Kenya by Minister Coveney as herein 
captured. 

As part of Minister Coveney's engagements in Nairobi 

• Participate in a panel discussion with approximately 30 representatives of Kenyan and 
Irish businesses representing the Business Ireland Kenya network to discuss opportunities 
for increasing trade and cooperation between Ireland and Kenya in the coming years, with 
a focus on the education, healthcare, agri-food and ICT sectors. 



• Launch, with the Kenyan Cabinet Secretary for Agriculture, Livestock and the Marine, a 
new Strategy around Ireland-Kenya Agri-Food business which will be delivered through a 
Team Ireland approach led by the Irish Embassy in Nairobi in close cooperation with 
Teagasc and Enterprise Ireland. The Strategy will support the creation of new trading 
opportunities for Irish companies interested in the Kenyan market. 

• Witness the signature of two Memoranda of Understanding between the Ministry of 
Agriculture, Livestock and Fisheries in Kenya and the Sea Fisheries Protection Authority, 
and the Marine Institute in Ireland. These agreements relate to a commitment to joint 
cooperation between Ireland and Kenya in fisheries training, in the development of 
aquaculture and in increasing trade in fish and fishery products. 

• Announce the awarding of grants to three Irish businesses, through a joint initiative 
between Ireland's Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade and Department of 
Agriculture called the African Agri-food Development Programme. This joint initiative aims 
to build innovative partnerships with Kenyan businesses in agri-food that will yield 
benefits both for businesses and small-holder farmers. 

• Witness the signature ofthree business to business agreements between Irish and 
Kenyan companies. These include: 

• An agreement between International Potato Marketing (based in Donegal) and Kevian 
Kenya provides for the supply of high yielding varieties of certified potato seed from 
Ireland which will be made available to Kenyan farmers. 

• An agreement between Griffith College (in Ireland) and Riara University that formalises 
plans for student exchanges. 

• An agreement between Irish company Vitro Software, their local partner Savannah 
Informatics and The Nairobi Hospital. The agreement formalises an agreement for Vitro 
Software to install, and provide support services, for computer software at The Nairobi 

Hospital. 

• Present computer literacy certificates to clients of the International Computer Driving 
Licence (ICL) Africa. ICDL is a fully owned subsidiary of the European Computer Driving 
Licence (Dublin). 

• Open the new East Africa offices of MagGrow. MagGrow is an Irish company that has 
pioneered the development of a magnetic spraying system for the horticulture industry 
which greatly improves spraying efficiency, cuts costs, reduces water usage and improves 
consumer safety. 

IRISH AID AND KENYA. 
This would therefore show that there is much to be done in continued support and 
funding of growth oriented and self-sustaining projects and programmes that both Ireland 
and Kenya in a further 100 years of cordial, respectful, progressive, beneficial 
engagement. 



As Kenya moves to becoming an oil exporting nation, thanks to the exploratory prowess 
of TULLOW OIL owned by an Irish man Mr. Aidan Heavey. Kenya seeks guidance in the 
extractive, construction sectors. Meeting the S.D.G. goals that the United Nations had our 
two nations of Kenya and Ireland co-chair. The trade and development arm of Irish Aid 
will be of huge benefit in the mentioned fields of education, factoring in the engineering 
capacities of Ireland and her large network worldwide of experience. lrelands capacity in 
the renewable energy space, environmental preservation, agricultural technical 
knowledge, health provision, I.C.T., Financial management to mention but a few, which 

areas will require assistance to grow. 
Kenya look to maintain the well-established engagement with IRISH AID going forward in 
to new development for the overall benefit of both the Irish and Kenyan people. 

PRESENTATION MADE BY 

AMBASSADOR RICHARD OPEMBE, 

KENYA EMBASSY IN DUBLIN IRELAND 
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